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Centre d'Art Contemporain in Geneva organizes biggest in-depth Edy Ferguson solo 
exhibition to date

 
Exhibition views “Edy Ferguson. Selected Works 1990 – Present“, 23.11.2012 - 3.02.2013© Centre d’Art Contemporain Genève. Photo: David Gagnebin-de Bons.

 

GENEVA.- The Centre is hosting the first retrospective of American artist edy ferguson in Switzerland and her biggest 

in-depth solo exhibition to date. More than one hundred works have been assembled in Geneva for an installation that is tantamount to a 
Gesamtkunstwerk – a total art work – and that shows the extent to which the artist's work has anticipated many of the debates central to artistic creation 
today.  
 
In her artistic practice, edy ferguson uses multiple media – sound and video installations, drawing, painting, sculpture, photography and performance – 
and multiple references drawn from film iconography, rock music and the spirit of punk, especially from the years 1960–1970. Each work combines an 
array of references which converge and interreact in the exhibition to weave nothing less than a web of values and meanings. The exhibition is conceived 
as a single and articulated Gesamtkunstwerk, featuring the artist's vision in its full complexity, with all of its stratifications.  
 
By referencing "rich" and "poor" cultures, edy ferguson questions our emotional responses to artistic creation, the liberating power of images and music, 
and the way in which our different takes on reality contradict each other.  
 
The curatorial criterion for this show – of which a first version was presented at the Benaki Museum at the beginning of the summer ("Selected Works 
1993 – Present", June 1st to July 29th, 2012) – lies in the belief that Ferguson has anticipated a number of issues that happen to be at the core of the 
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current artistic debate.  
 
The artist is interested in particular in the real, participative presence of the art work: how can the uselessness of a dead product on a market that carries 
on regardless be avoided? how can an art work come to life and occupy the space of reality?  
 
edy ferguson was born in the United States. She lives and works in New York, London and Athens.  
 
After studying painting and sculpture at Washington University in St. Louis, she moved to New York where she worked in film and made video clips. 
Subsequently, she studied for a master's at Hunter College (Film and video installation, painting). She has exhibited in New York and San Francisco, and 
in Venezuela, France and Austria. She has also recently exhibited at the Benaki Museum and the Onassis Cultural Centre in Athens. The many prizes and 
grants she has received include awards from such leading contemporary art institutions as PS1 in New York, and an MTV Music Award for the video clip 
of the song "Jeremy" by the group Pearl Jam in 1993.  
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Exhibition of large paintings by Neo Rauch opens at Kunstsammlungen Chemnitz 
 
Seven hundred years of French painting on view at the Wadsworth Atheneum in 
Hartford 
 
Museum of Contemporary Art Australia presents the first major exhibition in 
Australia of artist Anish Kapoor 
 
The Museum of Modern Art explores development of one of Modernism's greatest 
inventions: Abstraction 
 
Review of the auction year 2012: Koller extends its position as the leading Swiss 
auction house 
 
Kimbell Art Museum announces first ever loan of 20th century works from the Art 
Institute of Chicago 
 
Gallery reinstallation project enters exciting new phase with 'Empire of Things' 
 
The San Diego Museum of Art hosts interactive art exhibition from the Centre 
Pompidou  
 
Charles Ginnever's Rashomon and Amy Kaufman's drawings on view at San Jose 
Institute of Contemporary Art 
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Let it snow! Exhibition of children's book art opens at Bruce Museum in Greenwich 
 
Pearl Lam Galleries presents its first design art exhibition at its Hong Kong 
Pedder Building gallery space 
 
The American Museum in Britain hosts Superstars 2012 
 
'Places of Memory-Fields of Vision' opens at the Contemporary Art Center of 
Thessaloniki 
 
"Beatrice Gibson: The Tiger's Mind, featuring Jesse Ash" at Index-Swedish 
Contemporary Art Foundation 
 
Builder of California 'Phonehenge' sentenced to jail  
 
Survey comprising works by Lara Favaretto from the past 15 years on view at 
Sharjah Art Foundation 
 
Mali Islamists destroying more Timbuktu mausoleums 
 

Today's News  

 
 
 
1.- Mexican archaeologists discover 1,000 year old cemetery in 
the State of Sonora 
 
2.- Australian Born Photographer Russell James' "On the Beach" 
Opens at Young Gallery in Knokke 
 
3.- Archaeologists find Maya ceramics and mural paintings in 
three underwater caves in Mexico 
 
4.- Far from the Shire, a Hobbit house in Pennsylvania country  
 
5.- "Cindy Sherman: The Early Works 1975-1977" opens at 
Centre de la photographie Genève 
 
6.- Napoleon's abandoned palace in Venice shines again after 
$3.2 million restoration 
 
7.- Art Basel Miami Beach presented premier quality works and 
strong programming 
 
8.- Man strips at Austrian art exhibition of nude men  
 
9.- Mick Jagger love letters written to American singer Marsha 
Hunt sold at London auction  
 
10.- Yale University Art Gallery reopens $135 million renovated 
and reinstalled galleries  
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